Institute for Advanced Study (IAS)

The future of energy

We are happy to announce that Keywan Riahi, Director of the Energy Programme at IIASA and IAS external faculty member, is visiting us on 18 Oct 2019. His visit will give an impetus to explore an integrated system's approach on the energy transition. Don't miss his public lecture on "Advancements in Energy and Climate Scenario Research".

New research pages on the IAS website

With the start of several new initiatives at the institute and the growing number of topics that are being covered by IAS-affiliated scholars, we decided to restructure the research pages on our website, and make visible which researchers are working on the topics. Have a look!

Sacha Epskamp wins Junior Scientific Award

IAS research fellow Sacha Epskamp has won the Junior Scientific Award of the Complex Systems Society for his
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outstanding results in bringing complex systems thinking to psychology, while also tackling diverse topics of research in psychology from a multidisciplinary angle.

Read the news item

Call for proposals: ABC-IAS grant writing fellowship

Some grant proposals are so ambitious, ground-breaking, and away-from-core-business that they cannot be prepared if daily responsibilities keep piling up. Amsterdam Brain and Cognition (ABC) and IAS join forces to facilitate grant writing by offering special fellowships for ABC members.

About the ABC-IAS fellowship

Han van der Maas appointed Faculty Professor

The appointment will allow IAS Associate Han van der Maas to accelerate complexity research in the social and behavioural sciences in general. And more specifically, he will focus on polarisation and radicalisation (within and between people), and on addiction.

Interview with Van der Maas (in Dutch)
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